Morse Leads Coup d’Etat
All Marian Succumbs to His Might!

API — Robert “Moose” Morse literally crushed opposing forces in a massive coup-de-état, toppling the former administration and executing former President Marigaze Platt and figurehead King Louis (Gatto).

With masses of loyal underlings recruited from Perc, Morse’s masses stormed the Marian Bastille and threw all former officials into the S.A.C., the dungeon formerly used to imprison and torture dissident slaves from Perc.
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Perc to Host Gala Prom

The Marian College Perc will be the site for the grand Putrid Perc Prom. The time for this Triple P event will be between 8 p.m. and 11 p.m., and the prom will feature a variety of musical acts and entertainment.

After this shocking upheaval, Richard Nixon, who before labelled Morse as “a disgusting and fat-tailed semblance of a turd,” said after the battle...

“Bob always has been a great guy. He reminds me of Santa Claus!”

Due to Morse’s powerful support, leaders of various countries have met to discuss possible plans for surrender and installation of Morse as supreme ruler of the world.

Morse, comparable to Attila the Hun, demonstrated his utter ruthlessness in crushing his foes during the massacre. Never before in the history of man has there been a more bloodthirsty, barbarous, and savage leader, as he was heard exclaiming from the top of his tank. “The communications media is next!”

...Moose the Great, warm-hearted and kind leader, whom, as the staff of this newspaper feels, is comparable to Mahatma Gandhi, will be crowned Caesar of the United States of Marvin, tomorrow.

All the many members of his ever growing harem, will also be crowned at the ceremony. Tickets are on sale, money going to the Pennies for Moose Fund.

In an interview with Caesar Moose, he commented, “Let me make it perfectly clear, I am Caesar. Friends, Romans, and countrymen, lend me a buck. WAR IS HELL was lots of fun. Let me thank my mom and my high school coach for helping me through my formative years. Two score and seven years ago, my forefather brought forth. Well, it’s off to work city!”

With this new turn of events, be rest assured that as our young grow up in the warm bosom of leader Moose Morse, know that we will all find ourselves freer, happier, content...you better or you will find yourself sentenced to the guillotine for conspiracies against such a generous dictator.

We, the People of...

Moose, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, secure domestic tranquility, provide for his common defense, promote his general welfare, and secure his blessings to us and our prosperity, do ordain and establish this Constitution.

Article I. There will be established a congress, a senate, a judiciary, and an executor in order to maintain balance and harmony within the government.

Amendment. The congress, senate, judiciary, and executor will all be comprised of Moose.

Article II. Freedom of religion, freedom of speech, and the freedom of assembly shall all be guaranteed rights and not subject to congressional jurisdiction.

Amendment. The only religion practiced shall be Mooseism, of which complete freedom to practice will be guaranteed. Anyone speaking in a dissenting way concerning their freedom of speech shall be executed.

Amendment. The people shall be free to assemble and actively demonstrate on the birthday of Moose, demonstrating their joy over having his rule.

Article III. The people will maintain the right to bear arms for formation of a militia in times of defense.

Amendment. They can also bear hands if necessary.

Article IV. The people have complete freedom ...

...Amendment...To obey anything handed down by law.

Thus, Moose establishes this new democracy in the name of truth, justice, and the it’s-so-obviously American Way.
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**White Vignettes' offers poetry, music weekend**

Mr. Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of Independence and the faithful father of many slave children, was asked to produce and direct the National Council of White Vignettes. The cast, made up of southern crackers, white northern liberals and Kluxers, will be in the Indianapolis area this weekend for a three-night performance.

The play, written by Jefferson, includes poetry from slave to the upper class. Yesterday, Types of the Declaration of Independence and the faithful father of many slave children.

**Violence erupts**

Unrest between the Marian College day students and residents flared up again yesterday resulting in the summoning of the National Guard.

The cooling weather of the first snow storm of the spring season did not cool many tempers. A group of students gathered outside the Administration Building and were involved in a heated debate on student rights. Tempers were getting short when an unknown person hurled a piece of cake into the midst of the crowd striking and seriously injuring a day student.

Several people were rushed to the hospital as the violence continued.

**Sinister plot is revealed!**

It has recently been divulged that Sister Rosemary Schroeder, alleged promiscuous and "Do-gooder for the Marian College Phoenix," has been unmasked. This "expert on the good life" has devised a plan to pervert a heinous crime into a sound, reasonable, and responsible freedom of the press. It has been brought out that the "De-goody" has instigated a vicious conspiracy to undermine that last remaining citizen of truth and justice, the Phoenix.

Suspicion began to surface when Sister offered cookies of "questionable nature." Upon partaking of this "energizing gift," chief advisor Ralph Turtle exclaimed, "Wow, these are really rich butter cookies! These can (gulp) make you (gulp) ill if you eat (gulp) too much. Why these are so good that you never want to stop (gulp)! BOOM!"

Suspicion were confirmed at this point as Ralph fell to the floor and displayed the symptoms of blunted approach. Other complicating factors soon set in, complete paralysis of the area above and below the mouth resulting. The only function this remaining gum could perform was to helplessly scream, "More, More! Than this ceaselessly demonstrated the addictive nature of the substance.

Later, as part of this sinister plan, this "friend" presented a ticking contradiction which she called "clock." Staff members knew better for this clock could have proven fatal.

In the presence of the apparatus, the already unstable condition of the editors and the staff was seriously threatened. By being forced to accept the concept of time they were also forced to accept the reality of time's consequence (i.e., "Gosh, it's getting late again!")

In the face of this ghastly approaching reality, heroic Ruth Merckle courageously threw the apparatus to the ground and proclaimed to stomp on it. The "lock" did indeed "burst" in an explosive manner as was feared and expected all along. Illusion was narrowly restored as Ruth exclaimed, "Don't worry, we have plenty of time left."

Charges will soon be brought against this fiendish plot pending further investigation.

**More...O-bitch-uraries**

Ms. Margarita

Ms. Margarita, 21, former resident of Clare Hall, was hit and seriously killed this morning as she attempted to cross the street. Witnesses said that the还是 Blue Goose traveling at a high speed was unable to stop in time.

Known to her friends as "Bede!" Ms. Margarita is survived by many relatives.

The immediate family includes Lady Bug, Bean Beetle and Potatoe

**Staff**

Good editors: Alan Roell and Joe Rea
Sports Editor: ?
Business Manager: ?
Circulation: ?
Faculty Advisor: ?
Technical Advisor: ?
Writers: ?

**Commitment and loyalty were not for the weak.**
Listening with mutt

You may not be aware of it, but mutt goes over every record with a careful, scrutinizing ear, quite contrary to the accusations claiming that he doesn't even listen to the record before making judgement. And now, on with the reviews...

Alice Cooper: "The Dead"
This young lady is bound to go far in the field of female vocals. After carefully listening to it, all I can say is, she has the prettiest voice in town. a nice **** rating.

O.K. Wheeler
This new single disc is definitely heavy, man. It rocks with a sonorous beat as it depicts the ballad of O.K. Wheeler, a used car dealer. The original artists of this sound ball from Bugs Bunny Incorporated. The group shows an unparalleled creativity and depth of vision for they reach deep into heavy life itself. The tension created from this lyrical gem culminates as the dark secret purpose of ultimate existence ensues forth. You can only sit back and take it in as much as possible when that heavy, heavy message comes: 'I'm O.K. Wheeler, the used car dealer, $24 down; you don't have to steal 'er, you just have to take my $24 or you'll have to take around.' Heavy?

I rate this set of vinyls****.In other words (does he know any other words?) [insert by typist] I rate it as Heavy!

Guaranteed to Hang You Up and Soak You Dry

gyping Records

The records that are made to be broken

Of High Quality Sound from...

New V-ball courses offered
Corps Calamity!

Now that the mixed volleyball season is upon us, a new course has been added to the Marian College curriculum. The class will be conducted Monday evenings in the intramural gym prior to the games. It will be divided into four sections with a different instructor for each section.

Ms. Billie Jean Riggs will teach Section A. This will be a basic course in sex education. The purpose is to help players decide who can hit the ball after it has been touched by one member of the team.

Section B, taught by Mr. Jacques Short will introduce techniques for team rotation and set-ups. The purpose of this is to prevent a short man from getting his view blocked by a taller woman in front of him. It also teaches team members how to do quick knare and make it to the net without running order in which both of these are up twelve inches from the floor.

Serving techniques, Section C, will be taught by Miss Ann Hitt. A basic course in member counting will be provided along with first aid skills. The latter is essential since it explains how to provide aid for a player who is hit square in the back by a teammate's forecous line-drive serve.

Mr. Ollie Haphazard will be teaching Section D, basic volleyball rules. This includes the following:

1. Use only the hands to volley the ball, not your face, knees or other parts of the body.
2. A spike is a hard downward hit over-net. (CAUTION: Opponents may try to spoil your spike by yelling at you or fogging you and then return serve. Do not let him/her scare you into letting the ball drop on top of the net and bounce back into your own court.)
3. Above all, be alert. Your teammates may unexpectedly attempt to kill you with the ball at any time.

All volleyball players are urged to enroll in this new and interesting course.

The Marian College Drum and Bugle Corps is being detailed at the event along with an unfortunate incident which occurred last Saturday.

Mr. F. W. Weller in Washington for the annual Cherry Blossom Festival and was scheduled to perform before the President. By law, no loaded firearms are permitted in the city. Mr. Weller, who arrived to an oversight, one of the rifles was not unloaded.

The routine called for Deb- orah Gay, a panther, to fire a shot into the air at the conclusion of "Hall to the Chief." As she did, an explosion was heard and the President collapsed. He was later released on his own cogniza- nce. At present he is working for the release of the group so they can return to Indianapolis.

So far, no progress has been made.

Tuesday, March 19, saw one of the most creative innovations in some educational psychology to appear in a long while. This new theory in study motivation took the form of 'stressd- ing' incident which literally packed the library with serious students.

At approximately 8:50 p.m. all the naked truth of the incident developed. The "stress" appeared on the third floor and made a fine dash downstairs to finally burst out of the front entrance amid the cheers of the registered class and protesters. At attempt at tight security the stressor overcame the tenacious defensive play and "hate"-ly escaped. The proprietorship of the sports arena has the athlete's pregame warmup uniform in its custody. An award ceremony is scheduled in order to present to this star a certificate of Merit and Exposition. Various comments were obtained from the wild throng which was made up of the intellectual element of the school plus members of the equally intellectual and intelligent Phoenix newspaper staff. Yes, reporters were on the scene to provide exclusive un-covered coverage of the event along with the aforementioned evaluation and the critical reviews of the most revealing campus show. Some random comments from the crowd included:

"Hill and mountain makes for a nice study break. I can go back now."
"You girls just out for a walk, elbow to elbow."
"Just another typical over-reac-

track run draws
an SRU crowd

Dear Uncle Don,

We have indeed found Uncle Don. In order to combat his de-
ment condition, we have re-
habitated him through primal therapy, and believe him to be in
currently adequate condition to continue counseling. We again
present Uncle Don.

Dear Uncle Don,

At any rate, I reason, I have an intense fear of hurricanes and

I am checking into the need to retire Uncle Pete in our weekly
publication Jack and Jill, to see what helpful advice he can
offer, having been a school-
dear Uncle Don.

The Streaker
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March 19, 1938

Dear Uncle Don,

If your name means anything to me, I have an intense fear of

If you say that I think a fool's head, I'd never do that. It's too cold. I go for indoor sports anyway. You know, things like taking warm baths and showers and going to bed in my underwear.

The Phoenix

Born – March 19, 1938

Died – April 1, 1974
Gossip with Hedda Gabbles and her Annex friends

Did you hear the flash that Jon Randall can now drink a whole quart of beer without getting drunk? How about the fact that Monica Hui has opened a dance academy to show the other Marian swingers what they do wrong as far as movement and rhythm are concerned. I just heard that Trish Baum er is in jail again. She acquired her new spring and summer wardrobe consisting of 2 pairs of short-shorts, a pair of blue gym shorts and a blue and grey nylon sleep set. She also received this award I felt that I was picked as the Marian College "Student of the Year." This speech is to "pull the wool" over the eyes of the students. A box will be available in the Information Office for throwing in waste paper you may not want in order to hold down our paper expense.

DEAN OUT-IN-THE-WOODS COMMENTS ON:

The Drinking Policy: "Students can drink as much as they want, as long as I plan on installing a drinking fountain in my office to show my support."

Past Phoenix Interview: "There is no sense in barking if you have nothing to say."

Administration Policy: "Bark! Bark! Bow-wow! Bark!!!"

Clear Vocation Views: "Owwool! (pant-punt.)"

Declining Food Service: "What's your mean? I love grilled peanut butter sandwiches! (I like wild hickory nuts, too!)"

Clare Vocation Views: "Hah! Hah! Hah! That was funny, wasn't it!!!"

JOE INTERVIEWS

Managerial Position: PhD preferred. Ask for Teddy (no B.A.'s please)

Mental Task Job: Prefers high school Trainee (no B.A.'s please)

Ditch-Digging Assistant: Will accept B.A.'s (but only if male, short hair, 7'6" tall, 4.0 GPA)

Job described as: "Somebody to carry mah bags and shine mah shoes" B.A. preferred for position, however, there is already an applicant line of 300 B.A.'s to first come first serve basis.

SASS

Services and Activities to Sham the Students (SASS) is the title for the students. The purpose is to "pull the wool" over the eyes of the students. A box will be available in the Information Office for throwing in waste paper you may not want in order to hold down our paper expense.

SASS: Deans Out in the Woodsman discussing his visions for the future of Marian College and the role he hopes to play in it.

SPEDAL FEATURE:

Fanny Named "Student of the Year"

Unanimous Decision Rendered by Judges

by Tom Fahey

Last week, by a unanimous decision of the judges, I was picked as the Marian College Student of the Year.

Because of this award I have been asked to write an acceptance speech. This speech is to explain the reasons why I received the award and to further introduce myself since I am a transfer student.

My award was given to me as much for my achievement previous to transferring to Marian as for my numerous great achievements while at Marian.

It is rare for a Marian student to receive a student and athlete of my caliber to receive an award. I felt that I should share my abilities with more than one institution of higher learning. I transferred to Marian. Until I received this award I felt that Marian realized how little they were.

Being a playboy and lover I have not interfered with my intellectual endeavors in the area of Biology, especially concerning my research on sexual habits in higher mammals. I have published two books on my research: "Sex Made Easy For Beginners" and "Sex Made Easy For Retired People." These are just a small sample of my intellectual inquiries previous to coming to Marian. My lettering in five sports before coming to Marian may also have influenced the judges.

Basketball, football, baseball, any kind of ball, you name it. I am great at it. This may come across as a shock but I hide my talent well. I don't want to get too overconfident.

Although I am by far the best-looking man on campus, I don't feel this fact influenced the judges' decision. I think they picked me strictly on my perfect personality and my intellectual and athletic excellence.

I will admit that I am not the best at everything. I am not just better at how much most people are at any one thing.

Some people may look at my GPA here and think that I am not the best student, but when you are as much smarter than your teachers your boner can hurt your grades.

I have yet to have a teacher that can compare with myself in brainpower.

I have continued my writing and research and am soon to release my next book which I am calling, "Sex Habits Of The Big Amish." I hope you find this here make it another million-seller.

As the number 1 student on campus, I have been asked to give a few pointers on how to become number 1. Since I will be here another year and no one could possibly rival me for my crown of supremacy, I will hold off on my pointers until next year when I win again. My word of wisdom would probably fall on deaf ears anyway.

Just because I am the greatest student on campus does not mean I will be treating the common students badly. I will continue to treat everyone equally.

Again, I want to thank Joe Rea and myself for the correct, unanimous decision of myself the Marian College Student of the Year. Until my acceptance speech, Good-bye.

Student Services has approved alumnus Phineas Flagg's proposal of two new additions to the campus scene. If this proposal is eventually passed, construction will be begun on eight phone booths to be located on various locations around campus. Flagg also suggested that the atmosphere of the school cafeteria be brightened by goldfish bowls placed on the tables. A spokesman for the Service said he thinks Mr. Flagg's idea is wonderful. "The extra telephones would be handy for day students who don't have as much access to telephones as do the residents," he stated. "Putting up the booths would provide extra work-study jobs, while the goldfish in the dining area would lend an aesthetic as well as ecological touch to the place."

However, Student Board has not been as enthusiastic about the suggestions. They claim that the above are Student Service's underhanded way of combating the new campus feud, streeking.
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Thomas Fahey, "Superstar!"
HAPPY APRIL FOOL'S DAY MARIAN!

P.S.: Are you kidding? We'd never send this out.